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The freeway outside the tiny convenience store has many names: Canam Highway, US Highway 85, 

Interstate 25. It’s four lanes of asphalt laid down in the 50s that runs over a thousand miles from Las 

Cruces, New Mexico to Buffalo, Wyoming, running like a black ribbon through deserts and mountains. 

Though not as prestigious as the former Route 666 – now rechristened Route 491 after too many people 

worried about the Devil – Interstate 25 transmits goods, tourists, and copious amounts of drugs from the 

south to the desperate north. 

Follow US Highway 380 west through San Antonio – the one in New Mexico, not the one in Texas – 

and that road runs smack dab into Interstate 25. Before continuing on, stop off at the Owl Bar & Café and 

have a beer and a green chile cheeseburger. After lunch, keep heading west, go under the Interstate and 

follow the dusty road off to the left. Down just a bit is the gas station that time forgot. Fortunately, the gas 

station has a sense of humor. Out front is a sign, probably painted in the last century, that proudly 

proclaims this is the last chance for gas for over a hundred miles. Go the other direction and there’s a gas 

station less than a mile away. Heading west, though, the sign is actually a lie. The forgotten gas station is 

the absolute last chance for gas on that dusty little two-lane road. There was another gas station a little 

over a hundred miles away but it closed over fifty years ago. 

The gas station is the last vestige of a once sprawling Whiting Brothers network, which is kind of 

interesting since the company is essentially dead and its corpses scatter the near-endless miles of 

Interstate 40. This last remnant is little more than a mechanical cash register, an old-fashioned credit card 

machine that may or may not work, and a variety of tchotchkes and stuffed things. But it does have 

gasoline; a truck drains and refills the tanks once a week even though the last time a car was filled here 

was years in the past. The lights are still on, the soda machine out front still works, and the ancient analog 

gas pump still dispenses fuel. 

Inside the old gas station is a young man named Zapp Blander who has worked here full-time for the 

last two years. In that time he’s helped three customers purchase ancient Zagnut bars (don't eat them) and 

filled one guy's Escalade with gas. He's gone months at a time without seeing a soul walk into his gas 

station. Still, the paychecks keep coming and Zapp keeps showing up for work every day. He spends his 

days reading books by Walter Gibson, Lester Dent, Warren Murphy, and Richard Sapir. Zapp figures if 

he can read one book a week Gibson and Dent alone should keep him in reading material until the end of 

his life. Add in the works of Murphy and Sapir and he'll have all the action and adventure he can have 

until the end of time.  

Zapp considers his real job to be reading and drawing. He loves to read about the adventures of 

strong guys conquering evil and has a secret wish to be more like them. At five foot eight, though, he's 

hardly the action archetype. Zapp's also acutely aware of the irony of having the perfect name for an 

action hero when he can barely throw a football. 



Today's adventure, a rollicking tale from the thirties, has the Man of Bronze himself facing down the 

evil John Sunlight. Like all tales from Doc's library it's an over-the-top adventure, filled with the baddest 

of the bad guys and the best of the good guys. Zapp is leaning back in his chair, feet on the counter when 

he hears a strange noise outside. In the normally silent world of the Whiting Brothers gas station, any 

noise is a strange noise. Zapp looks up from his book and sees a brief black blur as a car pulls up and 

passes just beyond the doors. A few moments later a man walks in flicking his keys around his finger. 

He’s a big guy, dressed in leather like a biker but flashes Zapp a warm grin and disappears into the 

bathroom. 

Zapp knows regulations require customers buy something before they use the bathroom but this is 

one of the first people to ever even walk into this place and the first one who just walked straight to the 

shitter like he owned the place. He manages to get a finger in the air, the universal sign of wait a moment, 

and says, “Wait,” but Zapp’s words fall into empty air as the bathroom door closes. 

There’s more noise outside and a beat up truck rolls across the gravel outside. Zapp jumps at the 

sight. Months of nothing and now he’s got two customers at the same time. Two men, jumpy looking 

guys, walk up to the door. One of them looks around, like he’s expecting to see something other than 

scrub brush and lizards. His buddy shoves him aside and kicks the open door. It flies open and slams back 

closed again, hitting the second guy in the nose. 

“What the …, “Zapp asks no one in particular. He’s known about the door’s problems for a while, 

but never felt pressed to actually do anything about it. 

The first guy pulls a shotgun from behind his back and points it at the door. Glass flies across the 

room when pellets hit it at close range, blowing a huge hole in the door. Zapp instinctively holds up his 

arm but none of the debris comes near him. He watches in a kind of horrid fascination as the guys outside 

examine the door. They were obviously expecting it to blow the glass clear out of the door but physics is 

a harsh mistress and thick glass doesn’t always do as it’s told. 

The second guy shoves the first guy out of the way and pushes the door open. This time he’s ready 

when it comes flying back at him and grabs it unsteadily before it can slam into his nose. 

The two guys walk into the aging Whiting Brothers gas station like paranoid rabbits, jumping at 

everything in the small room. One of them sees a stuffed jackalope – a kind of hybrid antelope/jack rabbit 

statue that’s common around the Southwestern United States. His eyes blink rapidly and a terrified squeal 

oozes from his throat. The guy points his shotgun at the stuffed rabbit and pulls the trigger, turning the 

fake critter into a mass of dusty fur and sawdust. 

Zapp’s been robbed enough times in other jobs to know these guys are just a pair of meth heads 

jonesing for a fix. The problem with meth heads, though, is they’re completely irrational even at the best 

of times. A few years ago Zapp had to give a tweaker the whole cash drawer – even though the drawer 

was empty – before the guy would leave. 

The first guy, a skeleton looking bastard in an old Iron Maiden t-shirt and a pair of jeans that should 

have been washed months ago, finally notices Zapp and stops dead in his tracks. These two were 

obviously hoping the place was abandoned and finding another person in the building has interrupted 

their fever dreams of getting in and out without being seen. 

“Hi,” Zapp says, waving his fingers nervously in the air. He assumed the standard hold-up position 

as soon as guys walked in, hands up and no sudden movements. 

The second guy, a stringy Iggy Pop looking freak runs straight into the back of the first guy. They 

both jump and turn their guns on each other. It takes their drug-addled minds a long time to realize they’re 



both on the same side but when they finally click the guys turn back to Zapp. The second guy smiles a 

toothless grin that should look menacing but only manages to look silly. 

“Give us the … cash!” Iron Maiden yells. 

“There’s no money here, guys,” Zapp says. “I haven’t had a customer in years.” 

“Don’t fuck with us!” the second guy yells. They’re all about the yelling. “We’re not retards. Open 

the fucking cash register and give us the cash.” 

Zapp works at the old analog cash register but it won’t open. He smacks it and the old machine lets 

out a delighted ding. The cash drawer grinds partway open and Zapp has to tug it the rest of the way. He 

motions to the empty drawer but realizes the tweakers can’t see it. With a huge amount of effort he turns 

the register toward the guys just in time to see their heads explode. 

Behind them is the guy in leather who had walked in just before the tweakers. He watches calmly as 

the dead bodies drop to the floor, looking down the barrel of the biggest goddamned gun Zapp has ever 

seen. “Do you have any more of the jack rabbit things with horns?” the guy asks. “My gal would think 

that’s the funniest shit she’s ever seen.” 

Zapp stares at him in complete shock, struggling to comprehend what kind of man would blow away 

two guys and then ask about a jackalope. “You … you shot them,” he stammers. 

“Yeah,” the guy says simply. “I woulda been here sooner but I couldn’t find the toilet paper. I was at 

a Mexican/Greek joint up in Albuquerque earlier today. Don’t know what you call it but it wasn’t pretty if 

you know what I mean.” 

“You didn’t have to shoot them,” Zapp almost yells. 

“Well, no, not technically,” the guy says, “but I already had my gun out.” 

Zapp looks around the little store and wonders what to do. The guy has put his gun away, but there’s 

still the matter of the blood, skull pieces, and brains scattered across the floor and walls. Unsure of what 

to do, Zapp brushes a piece of skull off the Man of Bronze. 

He decides there’s nothing else to do but move forward. “You didn’t have to kill them,” Zapp says. 

The guy in leather shrugs and says, “They were wasting time and I needed a present for my gal.” He 

snaps his fingers and adds, “Got any more of those rabbits? Maybe in the back.” 

Zapp motions around the small store and says, “There is no back. This is it; just a small store with 

old candy bars and fresh corpses.” 

The heady smell of copper hits Zapp’s nostrils and he nearly chokes. Bile rises in his throat and his 

old familiar buddy nausea drops in for a visit. His stomach convulses, convinced the ageless Zagnut bars 

are at fault for the way he’s feeling. 

“You okay, bud?” the guy asks. 

Zapp covers his mouth and shakes his head. “I’m fine,” he mutters through clenched lips and tight 

fingers but he’s not fine. He’s about to add insult to injury and if he doesn’t make it to the bathroom soon 

the insult is going to be added to the injury on the floor. 

The guy stands stock still, waiting patiently for what everyone in the room knows is going to happen 

soon and violently and all over the place. Zapp tries desperately to keep his peanut brittle, cocoa, and 

coconut breakfast down in his gut where it belongs but his gut has plans to evict its current tenants. 

Zapp’s stomach seizes and acid rises in his throat. He’s going to toss his cookies and there’s nothing 

in the world that can prevent that but he still fights tooth and nail to stop it. Another seizure and he can 

feel little chunks making their way up. 

“Just let it go, man,” the guy says, “you can fight it all day but you’re gonna lose.” 



Screw him, Zapp thinks and fights puking with everything he’s got. His stomach spasms again and 

he squeezes his eyes shut and does his best to ignore the coppery scent of the blood and everything else 

that’s spilled into the air since the tweakers died. Thinking about the smell heightens it and his guts erupt. 

When the heaving ends and the dry heaves finally taper off to gags and the gagging edges back a 

general feeling of weakness, Zapp finds himself leaning on the counter and wishing he was dead. “Y’all 

done?” the guy asks him. 

Zapp nods and pants. 

“First time around a dead guy,” the guy says, more a statement than a question, but Zapp nods 

anyway and wonders if this idiot will ever shut up. 

“I usually kill ‘em from a distance if I can,” the guy says, either unaware that Zapp doesn’t want to 

listen or simply doesn’t care anymore. “These boots are pricey and hard to come by. My gal got ‘em for 

me, personally, and she’d be a might bit pissed off if I got blood or brains or whatever all over ‘em.” 

Zapp can’t help himself and looks at the guy’s boots. They seem unremarkable, a pair of decent 

looking engineer boots with rubber soles. The same kind of boots sold at a dozen stores in the area. 

The guy must have caught Zapp’s eye because he says, “I know, they don’t look like much, but she 

had to skin a damned thing to get ‘em. That’s why I wanted one of them jackrabbits with the horns on 

‘em. They kind of look like some damned freaky pet and I think she’d get a kick out of that.” 

Zapp’s voice is harsh, but he manages to say, “There might be one more over there by the drinks. 

Look on top of that shelf over there.” 

The guy turns and looks around while Zapp decides he needs to pilfer a Coke from the old fridge. He 

opens the top and finds a single warm bottle rolling around dejectedly. Good enough, he thinks, and 

reaches in. His grip is still weak, but Zapp manages to hold the bottle long enough to pop the top on the 

bottle opener on the front of the dead machine. 

The Coke is probably thirty years old, but the fizzy drink goes down as smooth as it ever does and 

settles Zapp’s grumbling stomach. He faces away from the mess on the floor and pretends nothing 

happened while he downs the old soda. 

“Will you look at that,” the guy says. “This one’s even nicer than the other one. How much you want 

for it?” 

Zapp waves a hand behind him, trying to tell the guy it’s on the house but the stranger isn’t having 

any of it. “Come on, I can’t take this for nothing; wouldn’t be proper.” 

“Saved … burp … my life,” Zapp says. 

“Yeah, but I enjoyed that. Hell, killin’ bad guys is almost as much fun as a guy can get with his 

clothes on,” the stranger says. 

“I wouldn’t know,” Zapp says and finishes his Coke. He’s got a god-awful mess to clean up and 

while he’s not anxious to get it started, he is anxious to have it done. 

“What?” the stranger asks, “Are you tellin’ me you ain’t never killed no one?” 

Zapp shakes his head slowly. The stranger, stuffed jackalope under his arm, walks closer to the 

counter and looks at the book. The face of the Man of Bronze stares back at him. “Doc Savage, huh?” the 

stranger comments, “I used to read his stories, too, back in the day. Ol’ Doc wouldn’t have a problem 

lettin’ the bad guys come to their untimely end. He never killed anyone, though, if memory serves. Didn’t 

have no problem lettin’ them fall to their doom or get crushed by stones, but he never pulled the trigger 

himself. After the war, of course. They never covered it in the books but I suspect ol’ Doc killed plenty in 

the war. That why you ain’t never killed anyone?” 



“I’m not Doc,” Zapp says quietly and for the first time in his life he realizes with absolute certainty 

that he is not one of the action heroes he so wants to be like. 

“No,” the stranger agrees, “you ain’t. But hell, even Doc had to become Doc at some point in his life. 

Ain’t nobody born Doc Savage. Guy like that has to be made.” 

“How do you make someone like Doc Savage?” Zapp asks quietly. 

“Doc tested his mettle in World War I. Fought the Germans before they went completely off the rails 

and became Nazis. It was a brutal war and it changed him, arguably for the better. Everyone needs to 

break out of their comfort zone if they want to change.” 

Zapp looks around the room filled with a mess he’ll wind up having to clean up and realizes he can 

stay here forever and have a safe life reading or he can walk out the door right now and try to be someone 

interesting. “What do you recommend?” he asks the stranger. 

“You seriously never killed anyone?” the stranger asks with a cocked eyebrow like he’s having 

trouble believing there are people in the world that haven’t killed anyone. 

“Never,” Zapp says. 

“You’re sure. You’ve never killed anyone.” 

“Why is that so hard to believe?” 

“Dunno,” the stranger says with a shrug. “Just seems strange to me.” 

“I live in a quiet world,” Zapp says. “I read. I do other things that are boring.” 

“You just had a shotgun pointed at your face.” 

Zapp pauses, remembering just how big those shotgun barrels looked. He gulps and visualizes the 

jackalope exploding into a mass of fake fur and sawdust. 

“And you’re still here,” the stranger continues. “You wanna do something else interesting today?” 

“I am not having sex with you in the bathroom,” Zapp says. 

The stranger bursts out laughing. His laugh is loud and boisterous and obviously not concerned with 

anything in the world. “No, buddy, you’re not my type,” he says, wiping tears of laughter from his face. 

“Besides, my gal would probably gut the both of us.” 

“You are the strangest person I’ve ever met,” Zapp says. 

“Much obliged,” the stranger replies. “So, you up for a spot of fun or do you feel like staying here 

and cleaning up this mess?” 

The shop is a total mess; it looks like the set of a Japanese horror movie involving tentacle monsters 

and ghosts. By his best estimates, Zapp figures he’s looking at probably a full day of slogging through 

things that should have been left in bodies, a few mops, and at least the rest of the sponges. 

He looks from the floor to Doc Savage’s grimacing visage. What would Doc do? 

“What’s your name?” Zapp asks. 

“Jack,” the stranger says, “Yours?” 

“Zapp.” 

“Zapp?” Jack asks. 

“Zapp,” Zapp replies. “With two ps.” 

“Far out, Zapp.” 

They stare at each other; Zapp pale and wan, Jack clutching a stuffed jackalope. “You ready, 

zapper?” Jack asks. 

Zapp raises an eyebrow, wondering at the sudden familiarity but decides it’s just how Jack is. “You 

know what, Jack, I think I am.” 

“Need to lock up or anything?” 



“If someone’s that desperate for Zagnut bars and thirty-year-old maps they can help themselves,” 

Zapp says. 

“That’s the spirit buddy,” Jack says with a huge grin. “Let’s go shake the pillars of Heaven.” 

Zapp is unsure exactly what that means, but it sounds like something someone should say at a time 

like this. Shake the pillars of Heaven. Fight the good fight. If it bleeds we can kill it. Do the wrong thing 

for all the right reasons. 

He steps over broken bodies and shattered glass, pulls the door open and holds it when it tries to snap 

shut, and finds a piece of history parked in front of his store. 

Jack’s car is a sleek auto from a bygone time and, unlike most people, Zapp immediately recognizes 

the brand. “Is that a Cord 810?” 

“Nope,” Jack says and keeps walking toward the driver’s side door. “It’s an 812.” 

The car is a sleek throwback to the time when car design reflected an organic aesthetic. It’s a shapely 

and seductive ball of curves that draw the eye from the front to the back. The black paint has speckles of 

silver in it that glint in the late morning sun. 

“This isn’t a car,” Zapp says. 

Jack leans over the top of the car and peers at Zapp. “Oh yeah, son? What is it, then?” 

“It’s a dream on wheels,” Zapp says. 

Jack laughs that huge laugh of his, the one that says he doesn’t have a care in the world. “Hop in, 

buddy. Dreams never stay still for very long and you don’t want to be standing there when this one 

leaves.” 

Zapp takes a last long look at the Whiting Brothers store that’s been a second home for years. This 

morning it all seemed perfectly normal: a place to go and someone would send him a check. Now the 

front door is shot out and the inside is covered with things that really weren’t intended to cover stores. A 

part of him, a large part, wants to go back inside and keep the world he was used to. It was imperfect, it 

wouldn’t lead anywhere, but it was safe and safety feels like a warm blanket. 

He looks back at the car and his heart aches. He doesn’t have a damned idea who the driver is, where 

the car is going, or what’s down that road but it’s not covered with brains and puke or filled with aging 

candy bars.  

Zapp stares at the car but hesitates to get in. “What’s wrong, buddy?” Jack asks. 

“It’s just …,” Zapp says and trails off. 

“Just what?” 

“Well, it’s just … I feel like I should be wearing a suit or a nice pair of sunglasses or something 

before I get in this car. My jeans and T-shirt just don’t feel right,” Zapp says. 

Jack spreads his arms wide and stares at his reflection in the window. His beat-up leather jacket, 

Motörhead shirt, and faded jeans don’t look much better but Jack seems completely at ease in his clothes 

and skin. He grins and looks up at Zapp. “You’re right,” he tells Zapp. “You do need something before 

you get in this car.” 

“What am I missing? It’s the suit isn’t it?” Zapp asks. 

“Nope, wanna guess again?” Jack asks him. 

“Glasses?” 

“It is bright out here,” Jack says, looking around at the world. He reaches into his jacket and pulls 

out a beat up pair of Ray-Bans and sighs with pleasure when he puts them on. 

“We’ve got some glasses inside,” Zapp says. 



“Wouldn’t hurt, but it ain’t what you need.” Jack tells him. “May as well grab those glasses, though, 

son. Mighty bright day today.” 

“Okay, then,” Zapp says. “I’ll bite. What do I need?” 

“Attitude, son. You need attitude. You can’t go through life thinking what you ain’t good enough. 

All the suits and sunglasses in the world won’t make you anything but you in a suit and sunglasses. Your 

buddy in there, Doc, you think he’d worry about glasses or a suit?” 

“Probably not,” Zapp replies. “But he was Doc.” 

“Yeah,” Jack says. “He was Doc. One hundred percent of the time, Clark Savage Junior was Doc 

Savage.” 

Zapp stands up a bit straighter and nods, pondering the existential notion that Doc Savage could ever 

be anyone other than Doc Savage. “I see your point,” he says. 

“You’re still gonna need them shades, though, son. Powerful sunny day today,” Jack says. “It don’t 

matter what pair you choose. It don’t matter what color they are or what they got written on the side. If 

they keep the sun out of your eyes that’s all you gotta worry about.” 

“I’ll be right back,” Zapp says. 

He darts into the store, grabs the first pair of shades he finds – Wayfarer knockoffs with pink arms – 

and returns to find the engine running and the passenger door open. Zapp pulls his wits about him, sucks 

in a deep breath, and hopes to live up to the expectation. 

The Cord 812 is smooth and sexy, so smooth Zapp barely feels it move. It’s been so well maintained 

or restored or whatever that there’s no way anyone would ever mistake this for a nearly hundred-year-old 

automobile. Zapp’s car, an ‘89 Volkswagen Scirocco, can’t even hit a bump with a part of it falling off 

but the Cord looks brand new. With a few after-market accessories, of course. Just like Doc, Jack doesn’t 

seem the type to drive factory spec. 

The inside of the car is appointed in buttery soft leather and enough polished wood to make a 

sizeable bar. That’s where the tradition ends, though. It’s unlikely the original Cord 812 came equipped 

with a heads-up display, a GPS unit, and a stereo that can blow women’s clothes off. The stereo is 

currently blasting some kind of electronic swing, a thumping mixture of jazz horns and bass beats. 

In the middle of the dashboard, right under a box that appears to do nothing more than hold a bunch 

of flashing lights, is a picture of a red woman with horns and a long tail. She’s obviously naked but 

twisted around so nothing is showing. It’s a skill apparently all women have developed. 

“Who’s the demon?” Zapp yells over the music. 

Jack’s head is bouncing in time with the beat, obviously lost in the music and the road. Zapp taps 

him on the shoulder and points at the picture. Jack presses a button on the steering wheel and the music 

stops. After the thumping jazz the silence feels almost oppressive. “What’s up, buddy?” Jack asks. 

Zapp points at the picture and asks, “Why do you have a picture of a demon woman on your 

dashboard?” 

Jack nods sagely and says in an absolutely serious tone, “First, she’s a devil not a demon. Never call 

a devil a demon lest you feel like seeing your innards.” 

“Why’s that?” Zapp asks. 

“Devils are smart, like us. Demons are automatons, critters the devils have made off in Purgatory or 

someplace like that. Calling a devil a demon is kind of like calling someone retarded. They don’t take too 

kindly to that. Kind of a high strung group if you know what I mean,” Jack says. 

“Duly noted,” Zapp replies. “If I’m ever in the company of a devil I’ll make sure to not call it a 

demon.” 



“Him or her, not it,” Jack says. “They’re people. Well, mostly. They’re really not that different from 

you and me. Sure their skin is different and the girls have those sexy tails, but devils are mostly just folk 

doing what they do.” 

“Okay, sorry. I didn’t mean any offense,” Zapp says. “Who’s this girl?” 

“That beautiful lady is my gal, Sally Anne,” Jack says with a huge smile. “Pretty little thing, ain’t 

she?” 

“You’re dating a devil?” Zapp asks, astonished. Like most people he’d always associated devils with 

evil and bad things and wonders what their relationship is like. 

“Yup,” Jack says. “Happiest I’ve ever been.” 

Zapp opens his mouth to ask more questions but decides it would be impolite to pry into the guy’s 

personal life. He looks around the car and smiles. It’s not often one gets to ride in car this old and well-

restored. “Where’d you get the car?” Zapp finally asks. 

“Won it in a poker game,” Jack tells him. “The guy I beat wasn’t too happy to lose it, either, but it 

was the car or his balls. He still took twelve hours to make up his mind and, personally, I think he made 

the wrong decision.” 

“Heck of a poker game,” Zapp says. 

“It’s an honest trade,” Jack replies. 

They drive in silence for a few minutes down the road until Jack suddenly stops the car in front a 

dead end sign. He stares at the sign; brow furrowed and hands gripping the steering wheel. His knuckles 

turn white. 

Without looking at Zapp, Jack points a finger and says, “Past this sign there’s no going back. Sure 

you’re still in?” 

“What do you mean, no going back?” Zapp asks. 

“I mean no going back. That sign isn’t a lie,” Jack says. 

Zapp peers down the road but can only see one sign. “What, the one that says ‘Dead End’?” 

“That’s the one,” Jack says. “Most of the time those signs mean the road comes to an end 

unexpectedly. This is the eternal highway. At the end of it is a house.” 

“How can there be an end to an eternal highway?” Zapp asks. 

“The house is the beginning and the end of the highway. Keep going and you’ll always come back to 

that house.” Jack is making strange gestures with his hands, kind of up and down waving patterns like 

he’s imagining the car going over hills and around corners. 

Zapp peers down the road and sees nothing more than an endless ribbon of cracked asphalt and 

shimmering mirages. “Okay, “he says, “If you go past the house and always come back to it, how do you 

get back off the eternal highway? Is there an exit ramp or something?” 

“Something like that,” Jack says, pointing at the sign in front of them. “There’s only one way off this 

road and it’s a heck of a first step.” 

“Okay, how about you be a little less obtuse and just tell me,” Zapp says. 

“That sign will tell you everything you need to know,” Jack says, pointing forward. 

Zapp looks around, wondering if he missed another sign out there somewhere but all he can see is 

the sign that reads “Dead End.” He points at it and asks, “The one that says ‘Dead End’?” 

“That’s the one.” 

“Okay,” Zapp says, wondering where all this is going, “I’ll bite. What is the sign trying to tell me?” 

“You gotta die to get off this road,” Jack says ominously. 

“Die?” 



“Die.” 

“I’m leaving,” Zapp says and reaches for the door. 

Jack’s hand darts out, far faster than it should be able to move and lands on Zapp’s shoulder. “Wait,” 

Jack says, “hear me out.” 

“You’re kidding right? I’ve got to die and you want me to hear you out? Are you insane?” Zapp 

asks. 

“Yes. But not in the way you’re thinking,” Jack says seriously. “No, look, there are lots of different 

kinds of dying. Innocence can die. Your faith in humanity can die.” 

“My patience can die,” Zapp adds. 

“See, there you are,” Jack says, gesturing wildly. “A part of you is already dying. Thirty minutes ago 

you were this quiet, shy guy and now you’re throwing out zingers.” 

“So,” Zapp says, “what is down that road that is worth dying for, even if it’s just a metaphorical 

death?” 

“You’re in, buddy. You may not realize it, but you’re in, balls to bone,” Jack tells him. 

“I’m not committing to anything,” Zapp says. His fingers are still on the door but his mind is no 

longer paying attention. Curiosity has him in its grasp and he knows there’s no way it will let go. 

“You’re committed, pal. You’re ready to go the distance just to see what old Jack has up his sleeve. 

You just need to admit it to yourself. If I told you the most important thing in the universe was at the end 

of this road you wouldn’t believe me so let’s just say the most important thing in the universe at the end 

of this road,” Jack says with a sly grin. 

“I see what you did there,” Zapp says with a sigh. 

“Told you you wouldn’t believe me,” Jack says. 

Zapp looks out the front window of the car. He’s never been down the road in front of him but it 

promises action, adventure, and danger. Behind him is an empty stored filled with old candy bars and 

fresh blood. 

Quality or quantity, which is better? 

“What is it?” Zapp asks. “What’s down there and why do you want my help? I’m just a guy who sits 

in an empty store and reads books.” 

“And dreams of action, right? Adventure? Who cares what the movies say, everyone craves action 

and adventure. Save the world, get the girl, live large, am I right? You can go forward and some part of 

you will have to die to get out or you can go back to your store. A quick death with a promise of a little 

fun is that way,” Jack says, pointing through the windshield. He points his thumb backward and adds, “Or 

you can go back there, clean up blood and die by inches every day. You’ll get a longer life if you go back 

to the store, but a better one if you go to the house.” 

Quantity of life or quality of life, Zapp thinks. Go out with a bang or with a whimper. 

“Why do you need me?” Zapp asks again. 

“At the end of this road, in that house I told you about earlier, is a thing I need to get before someone 

else grabs it. I can’t touch it; I’m not innocent like you. It’s worth a lot,” Jack says. 

“To who?” Zapp asks. 

“What?” 

“You said it was worth a lot. Who is it worth a lot to?” 

“To me,” Jack says quietly. “It’s worth it to me to keep it away from the people looking for it.” 

“What makes you better than them?” Zapp asks. 



“I don’t want the damned thing. If I could throw it off the edge of the universe I’d do it but there 

ain’t no edge of the universe and I can’t touch it anyway. Only someone innocent can touch it,” Jack says. 

“That’s why you want me to come, isn’t it? Because I’ve never killed anyone. I’m innocent,” Zapp 

says, feeling disheartened. He feels kind of pathetic hoping a guy like Jack might have been a friend. 

“You’re a good guy, Zapp. Not many people anymore I can say that about,” Jack says, punching 

Zapp in the shoulder. “Besides, how many folk you know that get the Man of Bronze?” 

Zapp’s mood elevates slightly. What would Doc do in this situation? Would the man feel sorry for 

himself or would he tear off his shirt and go save the world? “This thing out there,” he asks, “it’s a big 

deal?” 

“It can change the balance,” Jack says. “Whoever gets it wins.” 

“What does that mean?” Zapp asks. 

“Balance is important. Go too far in one direction and good things can go bad,” Jack tells him. 

“Think of like this: there’s this old joke I like. What’s the difference between kinky and perverted?” 

Zapp shrugs. To date he’s only ever kissed one girl and it didn’t exactly go well. 

“Kinky tickles your ass with a feather,” Jack says. “Perverted uses the whole chicken.” 

“Are you saying someone will tickle my ass with a chicken?” Zapp asks. 

“Or something similar,” Jack tells him. 

“Kinky,” Zapp says, thoughtfully. 

“No,” Jack says. “Perverted.” 

They sit in silence, each pondering their own problems. Zapp’s mind keeps coming back to the idea 

of cleaning up blood and guts. He couldn’t care less about balance or chickens or who wins, but he 

doesn’t want to go back to slow death and he definitely doesn’t want to clean up the mess back at the 

station. 

“Can I drive?” Zapp asks. 

Jack laughs. “Hell, no. Since I won it, I’m the only person that’s ever driven this car and as long as I 

breathe I’m the only one that ever will drive this car. I will, however, make you a bargain.” 

Disappointment is clear on Zapp’s face, but he didn’t really think Jack would hand over the reins to 

the Cord. “What’s the bargain?” he asks. 

“One thing is information, the other is a gift,” Jack says.  

“Information? About what?” Zapp asks. 

“After we’re done, Hoss,” Jack says. “You know that shed out back of your station?” 

“Yeah, what about it? It’s been locked ever since I started working there,” Zapp says. He’d gone 

round to the shed from time to time over the years, wondering what was inside. No matter what he tried 

he could never get it open. 

Jack reaches into his jacket and pulls out a shining key. “I think you’ll like what’s inside.” 

Zapp thinks over the deal. Information and a surprise. Knowing Jack, the information is some trivia 

about the pulp heroes of yore and the surprise is a shed full of stuffed jackalopes, but that’s more 

information and more jackalopes than he has now. “Deal,” Zapp says. 

Jack’s fist pounds of the steering wheel and he lets out whoop of joy. “Fuckin’ A!” he yells. “Let’s 

shake the pillars of Heaven.” 

A melancholy song, musings about the universe played on a Chinese pipe, starts quietly on the car’s 

stereo. It sounds completely incongruous to Jack’s exuberance. Jack is grinning ear-to-ear and the music 

sounds like a calm hit of magical mushrooms. 

“You said that already,” Zapp says. 



“Gonna shake ‘em again,” Jack says and puts the old Cord into gear. His foot slams down on the 

accelerator and the giant engine roars.  With a happy grin he pops the clutch and the car leaps forward. 

They shoot past the Dead End sign and the road changes. New Mexico roads are notorious for 

having maintenance issues. The more remote the road, the longer it’s been since anyone fixed it. A road 

this far off the freeway should be nothing more than potholes and cracked pavement but as soon as they 

pass the Dead End sign the road is smooth as silk. 

A horn starts to play, layered over the mournful Chinese pipes. For about thirty seconds the horn and 

the pipes argue with each other over who should be in charge. Eventually the horn wins out and the song 

switches from meditative to the jazzy beats of a forgotten speakeasy. The horn finds its place in the world 

and soon the deep bass of modern electronic music adds its voice to the piece. 

Scrub brush, small hills, and scraggly trees turn to blurs and then become crystal clear. The world 

outside the windows moves forward then backward then skips forward again. Time becomes unhinged 

and struggles to right itself. 

“Happening what’s?” Zapp asks. He shakes his head and tries again. “What’s happening? Jumping 

trees around are the.” 

Jack holds up a finger and concentrates on the road. 

Zapp looks around the cabin of the old Cord 812, desperately seeking anything to anchor his mind in 

time. The MP3 player on the dash is jumping around, endlessly repeating what should be the end of the 

song, the final farewell of the speakeasy horn, but the techno beat isn’t yet ready to call it quits. 

The horn calls quitting quits and the song moves on into a long drum solo. The solo is part 

cacophony, part planned, all energy. 

Something lurches deep inside of Zapp’s head and it feels like he tripped over an idea and sprawled 

face-first into the dust. “What just happened?” he asks breathlessly. 

“Sorry, Hoss,” Jack says, “Forgot to tell you there’s a bump at the beginning.” 

“A bump,” Zapp says. 

“Well, you can’t put an endless highway right in the middle of New Mexico,” Jack says. “I mean, the 

place is pretty wide open but it’s not endless.” 

The drum solo ends and the horn, the drum, the bass, and the pulsing techno beat continue on, 

working together to create a unified whole from such disparate styles. 

Outside the Cord scenery flashes by. Things up close are blurry, the trees and scrub brush in the back 

are crystal clear. An occasional saguaro passes by, arms held out in a comical pose like it’s surrendering 

to a bandito or dancing a jig in a shitty Juarez bar. “Those don’t grow in New Mexico,” Zapp says, 

pointing out the window. 

“What doesn’t?” Jack asks. 

“Saguaro,” Zapp says. Jack looks confused so Zapp adds, “The cactus with the arms.” 

“Those are cool,” Jack says. 

“Yeah, but they don’t grow in New Mexico,” Jack says. 

“You missed the part where I said we’re not in New Mexico anymore,” Jack says. “You know 

what’s interesting about this road?” 

“Other than the saguaro?” Zapp asks. 

“Yeah,” Jack says. He raises his arms in the air and points them like up a cactus. “Saguaro.” 

Zapp doesn’t reply. A thousand snarky replies drift through his head but he chokes them down and 

coughs into his fist. 

“This road is eternal, right?” Jack asks. 



Zapp nods. 

“Okay, the crazy thing about eternal is you can’t think about it as having distance. It’s eternal 

because it has no distance. No beginning. No end,” Jack says. 

Zapp nods slowly, completely confused. 

“Think about it this way: eternal means unending but the only way to make something unending is to 

make sure it never starts in the first place. Hard to wrap your head around, I know, but that’s how it is. 

This place goes on forever because it never actually starts,” Jack says. He points a finger out the window 

at a house in the distance. “See that house,” he adds. 

The music is a pulsing, pounding beat, filled with joy and dancing and the sensational idea that there 

is no difference in time between the various styles; all are one. 

Zapp peers out the window and sees a white house in the middle of nowhere. “Yeah,” he says. “I see 

it.” 

“No you don’t,” Jack says. 

“It’s right there,” Zapp says, pointing out the window at an empty expanse. He shakes his head like 

he’s trying to clear it. “Where’d it go?” 

“It was never there and it was always there,” Jack says with a serious look on his face. 

The song builds to a second, final crescendo. All the styles, all the times, all the instruments have 

worked together in unison to get to this point and they’re all proud of themselves. The joy of a job well 

done is almost palpable in the music. 

The car stops suddenly, slamming Zapp forward in his seat. The seatbelt bites into his waist but 

keeps him from flying through the window. He grabs his stomach and doubles over. “What are you 

doing?” he asks through gritted teeth. 

With the sound of faint clapping, like the speakeasy was impressed, the song fades to an end. 

Jack points through the window. “We’re there. You gotta be careful or this place will get you every 

time.” 

Outside the window is a white house with green trim. The place has a neatly trimmed lawn and 

hedges. Everything about the place screams ideals; the ideal lawn, the ideal hedges, the ideal shutters that 

don’t actually close but look ideal. It’s the ideal house, so perfect it’s kind of creepy. 

“What now?” Zapp asks. 

“Now, you go in and get the thing,” Jack says. 

Zapp stares in disbelief. “I go in? And get the thing?” 

“Yep, you,” Jack says. “Now, I appreciate it and I’ll be in your debt. All you gotta do is go in that 

house and get the thing.” 

“You’re not coming?” Zapp asks. 

“I can’t touch the thing while it’s in the house,” Jack says. “That’s the thing about the house and the 

thing. While it’s in there only someone innocent can touch it.” 

“Innocent?” 

“Never killed anyone. Strange bit of rules about the universe: you ain’t never killed anyone and 

you’re considered innocent. No matter what else you done in this life, if you ain’t killed anyone, you’re 

innocent. And only innocent people can get the thing while it’s in the house,” Jack says. 

“Whose bright idea was that?” Zapp asks. 

“Mine,” Jack says. “Light, dark, good, bad, whatever. They all killed someone at some point. It was 

the only way to keep the balance. Whoever gets it wins and I don’t want it falling into anyone’s hands I 

can’t trust.” 



Zapp stares out the window at the house. Aside from the fact that it’s in the middle of nowhere, its 

very … idealness … seems completely out of place. He remembers driving through Celebration with his 

folks when he was younger and the very perfection of the place made it seem strange and kind of 

frightening. This place has the same otherworldly feel. 

“Why now?” Zapp asks. 

“What do you mean?” Jack asks back. 

“Why now?” Zapp asks again. “What’s happening that you have to do this now?” 

Jack leans back and for the first time since Zapp met him, the man looks nervous. All his 

effervescence and devil-may-care attitude slowly ebb away. “They found this place,” he says, motioning 

at the house. “They’re on their way right now.” 

“Who found it?” Zapp asks. “Who’s on the way?” 

“Everyone,” Jack says. “They’re all coming. Whoever gets in there first wins and then everyone 

loses.” 

“When?” Zapp asks. 

“Any time now,” Jack replies. “That’s why I have to hurry. Why we have to hurry. If you like this 

world as it is, the balance must remain. All this will end the second the balance shifts.” 

“What if the good guys get it first?” Zapp asks. 

“Well, we are here and we’ve got a lead, so the good guys can still win if you get in there and get it,” 

Jack says. 

“That’s not what I meant,” Zapp says. 

“We are the only good guys in this game,” Jack says calmly. “You need to understand that. You 

want to be free, you want to keep doing what you’re doing? This is the only way. The light wins and 

everyone follows their game. The dark wins and everyone follows their game. Right now no one wins and 

that’s the only way we – you and I – can win.” 

The sun is bright. Too bright even to be a New Mexico summer. Even through Zapp’s cheap 

sunglasses the glare is almost debilitating. He looks around at the desolate landscape, just a two-lane road 

and scrub brush as far as the eye can see. 

“What am I looking for?” Zapp asks. 

“It can look like anything, you need to feel your way through it,” Jack tells him. “It’s powerful. 

You’ll feel a tingle when you’re near it.” 

“Walk in, grab something, walk out,” Zapp says. “How hard can it be?” 

“That’s the spirit, son. That’s moxie!” Jack says, pounding the steering wheel in excitement. 

Now is the time, Zapp thinks, to become Doc. “I’ll be right back,” he says and opens the door. 

“Go be the hero, big guy. Watch out for the guardian, though,” Jack says. 

“Guardian?” Zapp asks. 

“Guardian,” Jack confirms. 

“What is the guardian?” Zapp asks. 

“It’s a guardian. You didn’t think I’d leave it here unguarded, right? There’s a guardian,” Jack says. 

“This guardian,” Zapp says, “it’s dangerous, isn’t it?” 

“Ferocious,” Jack confirms. 

“Can I kill it?” 

“After you get the thing you can kill anything you feel like killing. Until then, no. You can’t kill it,” 

Jack says. “You don’t have to save it, though.” 



Zapp straightens and looks at the house. That perfectly ideal house stuck in the middle of nothing. 

Inside the car Jack is grinning again. Fuck it, he thinks and closes the door. The white front door of the 

house is so bright he can barely look at it. Behind that door is a kind of destiny. It may not be easy or 

happy but it’s a better destiny than selling maps and candy bars to lost sorority girls and drunken 

rednecks. 

“Just remember, buddy,” Jack says seriously, “you’re in la zona peligrosa in there. Don’t trust 

anything; that place was made to confuse you and kill you.” 

“Zona peligrosa?” Zapp asks. “Thanks for the tip, Sterling, but I already figured I was in the danger 

zone as soon as we hit that time warp.” 

“See,” Jack says with that huge grin of his, “I knew you knew what was up!” 

“I don’t know a damned thing,” Zapp says, “except I’m terrified beyond belief and want to get out of 

here.” 

He adjusts his glasses and they immediately slide back down his nose. Zapp snorts and walks straight 

at the door. The doorknob is warm to the touch but turns easily. “No reason to lock a door out here,” Zapp 

says to no one in particular. The door swings open silently on well-oiled hinges. 

Zapp steps through the door and into a kitchen straight out of the 1950s. “I wondered when you’d 

show up, sweetie,” an old lady says. 

“Do I know you?” Zapp asks. 

The old woman ignores him and bustles around the kitchen. “Would you like a sandwich?” she asks. 

She looks like his grandmother. Then again, she looks like everyone’s grandmother. Gray hair pulled 

back into a bun, house dress with faded flowers, apron. Just like the house, the old woman is the ideal 

grandmother, too perfect to be real. 

“Uh,” Zapp starts. 

The woman turns around and takes him in. Her old eyes sparkle as she sees him and Zapp feels like 

she’s honestly happy he’s there. “Oh, my,” she says. “Look at you. So big. There’s no way you want a 

sandwich, is there dearie?” 

“I’m actually not really all that hungry, ma’am,” Zapp says. 

“No, of course not,” she says. “But you really should eat more and get more exercise if you want to 

be the hero.” 

“Wait,” Zapp says. “What? Hero?” 

The woman leans back against the blue tile countertop and smiles at him, but doesn’t answer 

immediately. The kitchen is a throwback to the fifties at least. An old percolator coffee pot stands in the 

corner, still plugged in. A clock on the wall, decorated with the face of a sun fading into a moon, ticks 

away contentedly, calmly measuring time in a timeless place. 

Dominating the room is a faded lime green table with some repeated design drawn across it. The six 

chairs are chrome tubes with matching vinyl pads covered in clear plastic slip covers. In front of each 

chair is a place mat with some kind of repeating design. 

“You wouldn’t be here if you didn’t want to be the hero,” the grandmother says. “It’s why they all 

came.” 

“I don’t want to be a hero,” Zapp says and realizes it’s true. He’d much rather be in bed with a good 

book than in this strange place with this strange woman. His head is buzzing slightly like it’s filled with 

bees. 

“Good,” the woman says. 



A sense of unease fills Zapp’s mind, a sensation that something isn’t quite right and never will be 

again. He’s reminded of all the times he walked into a store a week or so before it went out of business 

and the sense of malaise was palpable. This place is too perfect, too ideal to be real. 

Or safe. 

“I’m just looking for something a friend left,” Zapp says lamely. 

The old woman nods. “I know what you’re here for.” 

“Can I have it?” Zapp asks. There’s a desperation to leave, to escape building in his brain. Whatever 

the thing is, he needs to get it and get out of here. 

“I don’t know,” the woman says with a shrug of her frail shoulders. “Can you have it?” 

The question takes Zapp aback a step. Whatever the thing is, he needs to get it but he’s having 

trouble focusing. The buzzing, the unease, the general edginess is making it difficult to think. Can he have 

it? “I hope so,” Zapp says. 

“Well then,” the woman says. “All you have to do is find it and get it out of here.” 

She lights up a cigarette and inhales deeply. The smoke pours out her nose and for a moment she 

looks like a dragon. Gray and brown smoke swirls around her. 

“Do you mind if I look around?” Zapp asks. 

“Yes,” she replies. “I do. You don’t even know what you’re looking for.” 

Zapp closes his eyes, wondering what he’s gotten himself into. The whole scene is so bizarre, so 

otherworldly that it’s putting the zap on his brain. He feels jittery, like he’s been mainlining coffee. Deep 

breath. In. Out. 

No good. 

He opens his eyes and the purple countertop sparkles in the bright lights. Each tick of the clock 

seems louder, almost palpable in the silent kitchen. The old woman is still blowing smoke out of her 

nostrils and the tendrils twist and turn like a Chinese dragon. 

Wait, Zapp thinks, purple countertop? It was blue a moment ago. 

“You don’t know what you’re up against, Zapp,” the woman says. She steps close to him and blows 

smoke rings in the air. “I was told to keep it here and I aim to do my job.” 

A ring of smoke floats quietly into Zapp’s face. He closes his eyes and blinks against the sting. 

When he opens them the old woman is a young woman wearing nothing but lingerie and a smile. She 

turns on a heel and struts back to lean against the blue countertop. 

Zapp reels, feeling like the world is falling out from under his feet. His vision blurs. 

“You should sit down before your fall down, dearie,” the old woman says. She fingers a lacy bra and 

grins a mouthful of yellow and brown teeth. 

The door Zapp came in through is only a few steps away. Only a few measly steps to freedom but he 

can’t make himself escape. Call it iron will, call it dedication, call it stupidity, but he refuses to leave and 

walk away with his tail between his legs. 

Behind him is another door. His legs nearly collapse underneath him but he makes it through without 

falling. The new room is dark but Zapp can make out furniture against the wall. He pulls his phone out of 

his pocket and isn’t surprised to see it’s not getting a signal. No one to call, anyway, Zapp thinks and 

turns on the phone’s flashlight. 

The light reflects off gold-flecked wallpaper, a bridge table, and an olive green deco sofa that looks 

amazingly uncomfortable. It was probably a stylish room in the fifties but looks dated now. 

Zapp continues playing the light around the room and finds carved wooden figurines and a 

thunderbird mosaic that looks handmade. The room is big, far bigger than it has any right to be. It’s 



almost like someone took two or three rooms, smashed them together, and covered it all in wallpaper 

that’s seen better days. 

A hallway leads further into the house and Zapp hobbles down it, past the now the brown sofa and 

the mosaic of a midget with a whip. The clock in the kitchen shakes the walls with each tick. He passes a 

bedroom, empty save a pile of clothes and a cross with a cartoon mouse crucified on it. 

Zapp hurries on, past a bathroom until he reaches the end of the hall. Doorways lead off to the left 

and right, both closed. On a whim, he opens the door on the left and finds a pair of twin beds with a pair 

of emaciated corpses. He chokes back a desire to run and creeps forward. 

“Sure you want to go in there, big boy?” a voice asks from behind. 

His head is full of bees, a relentless buzzing sound echoing between his ears. Zapp tries to spin 

around but winds up holding onto the wall to keep himself upright. She’s right behind him, close enough 

that he should be able to smell her or feel the heat coming off her body, but the young woman in 1920s 

lingerie doesn’t smell like anything and is exactly as warm as the air. 

“You’re not here are you?” Zapp asks. “You’re the whole house, aren’t you?” 

She leans against the wall and licks her lips. Her eyes flick up and down his body, drinking him in 

and smiling salaciously. “Well, well, well,” she purrs. “Look at the big brain on the zzzzzZappper. Come 

on big boy, take me to bed and we can be happy forever. I’m told I’m an excellent lay.” 

Zapp shakes his head, trying to clear it but the buzzing just gets worse. She’s stroking her body now, 

down from her throat, across her breasts, down her stomach, and between her legs. Her eyes are alight. 

Zapp feels his heart pounding in his chest. Part of his mind swears he can smell her sex even though he 

knows she’s not really in front of him. 

“You’re already inside of me,” she says calmly. “Wouldn’t you like to be inside of this body, too?” 

He wants her more than anything he’s ever wanted before. When he looks at her he sees the young, 

taut body in black lingerie. Her smile tells him to take her right there in the hallway; they could fuck on 

the floor like animals and she could be his forever. All he has to do is take her and make her his. 

One foot moves forward, sliding across the shag floor without Zapp’s consent. He wants out. He 

wants to find whatever it is he’s looking for. He wants her. 

“Come to me, baby,” she whispers. “Let me take you all the way to the 86th floor.” 

86th floor. Doc’s penthouse. 

Zapp turns on his heel and sprints into the bedroom. He kicks the door shut just before the old lady in 

the slinky black lingerie can grab him. She pounds the door and he pushes backwards across the room on 

his ass. 

Frying pan, fire, he thinks. The door is holding but it won’t hold forever. Zapp frantically looks 

around the room, desperate for anything that can be used as weapon but all he finds are the two corpses 

and a nightstand between them. 

Inside the room the noise in his head is gone. He knows he should be concerned that the whole house 

is trying to kill him but Zapp’s more concerned with how he’s going to get away. The room feels safe for 

now, like somehow it’s not part of the rest of the house. It’s safe, sure, but it’s a cage. All she has to do is 

wait and eventually he’ll die and she’ll have won. 

What would Doc do? 

Zapp slowly gets up and looks around the room. The great detective would find information before 

he committed to a plan; he’d find what he was looking for while he still had the chance. Then, once that 

was secured, he’d find a way out. 



The room is decorated like the rest of the house in faded 50s glory. Everything looks like it was top 

of the line at one point, but over the decades the gold thread has started to unwind and the once deep 

green tones faded to pastel. This room died when the occupants died. 

Between the corpses Zapp spots a tiny thing, a thing almost perfectly hidden under an old paperback 

copy of “Houdini’s Escapes and Magic”. A tiny flicker of gold and ruby, still perfect and shiny after all 

the years in this dead place. 

Zapp picks up the ring and stares at it. He’s no expert on women’s jewelry, but it looks like a 

wedding ring from sometime in the twenties or thirties, complete with a deco design. 

“Sorry guys,” Zapp whispers solemnly to the corpses, “but I need to take this.”  

He drops the ring in his pocket and stares at the dead couple for a moment. They were alive when 

Doc was alive. Well, as alive as a character can ever really get. He wonders if either of them listened to 

Doc’s adventures or read his books. He wonders if they died together and hopes they at least met each 

other again somewhere and somewhen else. 

Phase one finished, Zapp searches for a way out. He knows there’s no way he can best the guardian 

in a fight. She may look frail or sexy or whatever she feels like, but Zapp understands that she was just 

choosing her forms to keep him off balance. 

Speaking of which, his head feels fine in this room. As soon as he entered all the buzzing and 

nervousness went away, but he knows it’ll come back as soon as he walks out the door. 

There are two doors out of the room. One for sure leads right into her. Since the guardian is the 

house and the house is the guardian the other door probably leads straight to her, too. Zapp sighs and sits 

on the bed, jumping when his butt hits a bony leg. 

“Sorry,” he says to the dead woman, and shifts so he’s not sitting on her. 

He looks around the room again but doesn’t see anything obvious. Two doors, a closet, a large 

window, two beds, an old TV, a pair of dressers, and a recliner. Not much of anything that looks like a 

weapon, but it’s not like a gun would work against the whole house. 

Zapp’s mood plummets. He’s got the thing, whatever the thing is. At least he thinks he’s got the 

thing. Whatever. Now he’s stuck in a room with a dead couple, a thing, and a guardian that will likely kill 

him as soon as he walks out the door. 

Cleaning brains off the floor is looking more and more appealing. 

He stands up and grabs the old T.V, straining under the weight of the ancient thing. With a huge 

amount of effort he hurls the T.V. at the window. It makes it less than halfway across the room before it 

falls to the ground and rolls. 

“Damned thing probably still works,” Zapp says with a sigh. He wonders if that asshole coach from 

High School Phys Ed is laughing somewhere. All those hours playing video games suddenly don’t look 

like such a great use of time. 

Zapp may not be able to toss T.V.s across the room but he can still run and he’s still got a slight 

edge. 

“Will you let me go if I toss it out?” he yells at the door. 

Silence greets him and Zapp wonders if he’s going to wind up like the couple in the bed. Maybe they 

were nice people. Spending eternity dead in a bedroom wouldn’t be so bad if the other people were nice. 

“Yes,” the guardian answers finally. “I have no use for you.” 

He can smell the lie on her words. She lied about her shape, why wouldn’t she lie about intentions? 

Zapp scouts around the room, looking for anything that he can use. In the top drawer of a dresser he 

finds an old jewelry box. Most of the contents are degraded, faded like so much in this place, but a few 



things look promising. A couple rings, a necklace, a bracelet, and a watch look to be in reasonable shape. 

Pity about the watch, Zapp thinks, it’s a nice Zenith and he’d love to keep it but he loves being alive 

more. 

He quickly licks and polishes each piece on his shirt. The old jewelry tastes like time and lost causes 

but it polishes up okay. Zapp hurries to the door and pauses. “You promise?” he asks. 

“I make no promises,” the guardian replies. 

Not surprising, Zapp thinks. He hurries across the room and makes sure the other door is unlocked 

and hustles back. “We had an agreement,” he says. “I can die in here and you won’t get what you want. 

We can help each other out here.” 

“If you are lying,” the guardian hisses through the closed door, “I will rend your flesh from your 

bones and let you watch while I eat it.” 

Zapp gulps. He knows she’s not kidding and there’s a very good chance she’ll do it anyway, but he 

decides to play it cool. “Careful,” he says, “I eat a lot of Twinkies; my flesh may not be good for you.” 

“What are Twinkies?” the guardian asks. 

“Heavenly eternity wrapped in plastic,” Zapp replies. 

“I wish to have these Twinkies you speak of,” the guardian says. “Provide them and I’ll let you go.” 

Zapp furrows his brow, wishing he actually had some Twinkies. Who carries Twinkies around? “I 

don’t have any on me, but I can bring you some if you let me go.” 

“I do not trust you to bring me the Heavenly Twinkies.” 

“You’ll just have to settle for the item then,” Zapp says. “Step back from the door and I’ll toss it out. 

Once you’re satisfied you can let me go.” 

“Agreeable,” the guardian says. Zapp hears her shuffling back from the door. 

He breathes in deep and forces himself to be brave. He flings the door open and sees the guardian 

standing toward the end of the hall. She’s back to being the young woman in lingerie and is rubbing 

herself seductively. “Here,” Zapp says, tossing the jewelry down the hall. “I got you some extras.” 

The jewelry hits the floor and shines feebly in the weak light. The guardian looks at the jewelry and 

back at Zapp. Her hands slide up and down her body. “Are you sure don’t want me, too?” she asks. 

“I’m good,” Zapp says. “Have fun. They’re sparkly.” 

He pushes the door shut and bolts for the other door, hoping it leads somewhere safe. 

Beyond the other door is a bathroom with another door on the other side. Zapp sneaks through the 

bathroom and feels the familiar buzzing in his brain. His edginess returns full force and his heart starts 

pounding. 

A pulsing sensation starts in his head, throbbing just behind his temples. He leans on the green tiled 

counter and stares at himself in the mirror. Zapp sees a stranger with hard eyes and a desperate 

expression. He lurches toward the other door just in time to feel the energy in the house change. 

Everything gets darker, heavier. It’s the same feeling the air gets just before a huge storm breaks. 

She’s discovered his clever little ruse. 

Zapp slams open the other door and tries to run through it. He hears the guardian bang on the 

bedroom door. Apparently she thinks he’s still in the room. With a bit of luck it’ll give him just enough 

time to get out. 

The other door opens into a small room, probably a storage room that was converted to a bedroom. 

There are shelves all around the room filled with empty fish tanks. Zapp sneaks through the room and 

quietly opens the door to the hallway. 



She’s at the end of the hall, screaming and pounding on the bedroom door. He slips low to the floor 

and creeps down the hall, listening carefully for any break in her tirade. It’s harder than he thought to 

sneak away. He has to fight with himself to not bolt and run for the door. Running is death, he repeats to 

himself, running is death. 

At the end of the hallway he can go right go through the living area or left and go through the 

kitchen. He doesn’t hesitate and breaks right. Zapp knows he’ll still have to go through the kitchen to get 

out, but he doesn’t want the extra problem of having to run on the tile. 

While he’s sneaking he notices the world go quiet. 

He bolts, dodging the bridge table and the chairs and focusing exclusively on the kitchen door. His 

hand is on the knob when she grabs him by the back of the head. He manages to turn the knob before she 

shoves his head through the window in the door. 

It hurts more than he ever thought it could. He’s seen people get their heads pushed through 

windows in movies over and over and the hero always gets up and finishes off the bad guy but there’s 

blood all over Zapp’s face and his neck hurts. A huge piece of glass pierced his cheek. He can feel it on 

his tongue. Even as the guardian pulls him back and rams his head into the wall, Zapp’s hands are 

grasping at the glass in his cheek and tugging at in vain. 

It hurts so much. Tears are streaming down his face, snot and blood are pouring out of his nose and 

oh God it hurts so much. Zapp wants to roll into a ball and die. 

He finally pulls the piece of glass out of his cheek and holds it in front of his body. The guardian 

slaps it out of his hand and screams incoherently in rage. Zapp knows what she wants and desperately 

wants to give it to her, anything to stop the beating. 

“Please, please, please,” he repeats over and over. 

In her rage at being deceived the guardian punches Zapp with all her might. One second he’s 

standing, pleading for his life, the next he’s flying through the kitchen door with at least a couple broken 

ribs. He hits the ground hard and the wind flies out of him. 

The guardian screams in rage from the kitchen door but every time she tries to go through it 

something stops her. Zapp’s barely functional brain recognizes she can’t leave just before everything goes 

completely black. 

Zapp wakes up to Jack’s face hovering over him. The guy is grinning like a loon. He slaps Zapp on 

the shoulder and hoots. “Welcome back, Hoss,” Jack says. “Thought I’d lost you, buddy.” 

“I hurt all over,” Zapp says. 

“Well, I gotta be honest with you bud, you’re pretty messed up. She put you through the ringer but 

you made it out alive,” Jack says. 

“Why do I hurt so much?” Zapp asks. 

Jack sits down in the grass next to Zapp and chuckles. “I didn’t see the whole thing, just the part 

where you came flying out the door. Near as I can tell, though, she bashed you around pretty good before 

kicking your butt out.” 

“I don’t think she meant to kick me out,” Zapp says. 

“Hold still,” Jack says and reaches down. Zapp doesn’t move, even when he feels a sting. Jack’s 

hand comes back with a nasty looking piece of glass. 

“Thanks,” Zapp says. 

“My pleasure,” Jack replies. “Did you get it?” 

Zapp digs in his shirt pocket and pulls out the ring. In the sunlight it glows. Golds, reds, even blacks 

light up and sparkle. He stares at the ring, fascinated. The ring is a reward, a memory of adventure, but 



the bruises and broken bones will probably be more than enough memory. He drops it into Jack’s 

outstretched hand. “Where are you going to hide it now?” 

“I’m not going to hide it; I’m going to put it on my girl’s finger. No one will try it take then.” Jack 

says. 

“I’m having trouble remembering, who’s your girl again?” Zapp asks. 

“Hey! Look at you. Got a concussion your first time out. I didn’t get one of those for years,” Jack 

says and claps Zapp on the shoulder. 

Zapp winces and holds his head. “I don’t know if I’m proud of it.” 

“It’ll pass, bro. It’ll pass. You walked through the fire and you made it out the other side. The 

concussion, the bruises, you probably got a couple broken ribs, too. That’s just skin and bones. You just 

faced down an Alunan guardian and walked away with all the power in the universe. That’s the important 

part.” 

“What kind of guardian?” Zapp asks. 

“Alunan. From Aluna. Look, I told you I’d give you two things in return for helping me out here. 

One was information the other was a gift. The gift is in the barn behind your store. Just break the lock off, 

no one will give a shit. 

“The information, though, that’s worth more than anything else. What’s that old saying? ‘Knowledge 

is power’? Something like that anyway. You, my son, just walked into a larger world. You’ve seen things 

that most folk haven’t seen, and never will see. Here’s your information: You don’t have to follow the 

gods. Any of ‘em. They’re all full of shit, just a bunch of assholes with too much power. You’re on my 

team, now, son. If you want to be, that is.” 

Zapp stares at the light blue cloudless sky. It seems so normal, so sane. Compared to the horrors 

inside the house and the lunatic babbling about gods, at least. “What does it mean to be on your team?” he 

asks. 

“Ain’t no good guys, ain’t no bad guys. Forget what you’ve heard. We’re the closest thing to good 

guys out there and we ain’t all that good. We keep the balance and make sure no one gets ahead,” Jack 

says. “Or you can go read books and clean up brains.” 

Zapp thinks about it for a moment. “Does it pay well?” he asks. 

“I knew I had you,” Jack says excitedly. “I knew it the minute you didn’t freak out when I shot those 

guys.” 

Zapp tries to sit up but his head starts spinning and the world gets all blurry. He flops back down and 

holds his head in his hands. “You didn’t answer me,” he says. 

“About the pay?” Jack asks. “Hell, yeah it pays well. Money, power, responsibility, the chance to 

make a difference.” 

His head is still spinning but Zapp's aware enough to make a coherent decision. "I'm in. I always 

wanted to part of a team. I want to hear you say it, though." 

"Say what?" Jack asks. 

"What we're gonna do to the pillars of Heaven," Zapp says. 

Jack laughs out loud and shakes his fists at the sky. "Buddy," he says, "we are gonna shake the 

pillars of Heaven!" 

With a little effort, and no small amount of wincing on Zapp's part, Jack gets Zapp loaded into the 

Cord. The music starts up again, loud drums banging on Zapp's battered skull, but he doesn't care 

anymore. The trip is quicker this time, maybe because going back always takes less time than getting 

there, and Jack drops Zapp in front of the old shed behind the dilapidated Whiting Brothers store. 



"All yours now, bro," Jack says. "Get yourself rested up and I'll give you a holler. Enjoy the bike. 

Ah, shit. I gave away the surprise. Anyway, enjoy it." 

Zapp leans against the wall of the shed and watches the black Cord speed off into the distance. It all 

seems so normal here and things he didn't realize he missed fill Zapp's senses: birds chirping, insects 

twittering, the slight breeze rustling through his clothes. The place in, well, wherever the heck it was, that 

place was perfectly silent outside. He shakes his head and wonders if maybe a hospital isn't in order. 

After the shed, he'll go lay down somewhere. That will have to do for now. 

The padlock looks solid but a single smash from a rock tears it from the rotting wood and it lands in 

the dust with a thump. Zapp tosses the rock over his shoulder and pulls open a door that creaks and 

whines at waking from its slumber. Sunlight shines inside revealing cobwebs and dust covering a huge 

wooden crate. "Hidalgo Trading Company" is stenciled on one side, but otherwise the crate is blank. 

A crowbar is propped against the box. Zapp winces and wonders what to do with it. He's seen 

movies, so he just imitates the action he's seen on the screen. Find an opening toward the front, push the 

small part in and pull. 

Give him a lever long enough and he can move the world. 

The side of the box falls away revealing an old motorcycle. On the black gas tank is an Indian head 

and a note, yellowed and fading, reads "Clothes are in the closet behind you, always wear a helmet. -

Jack." 

Zapp forgets the pain, forgets the fuzziness in his head. The biker leathers fit perfectly. When he 

straddles the machine and puts on the helmet a heads-up display shows in front of him, telling him all 

sorts of things from the temperature outside (95F) to the status of the bike (Green). The motor comes to 

life easily. 

A twist of the throttle and a new Zapp thunders down the road. 

 


